


HUM AN  F A C U L T Y -

The sources of human and animal vitality are Alimen- 
tiveness Amativeness and yita(tivenees. These  ̂are the con
necting links between mind and body. To increase one’s 
vital constitution is to incrdise these faculties. Any system 
of vital development that dbes not develop these three facul
ties is positively counteifeit. As well try to breathe with 
our ears as to try to get vitality from aDy other source.

If a child could be born (which would be an impossi
bility) without the faculty of Alimentiveness it would have 
no sense of hunger. It might be hungry physically without 
the sense to sense it. Without Alimentiveness no human 
being could consciously know he was hungry and therefore 
would starve without his being aware of it consciously. A 
strong faculty of Alimentiveness is therefore necessary in a 
child to build up a strong digestive system. The vital sys
tem will not develop in anyone strongly without a strong • 
degree of this faculty. It is therefore a primary requisite.
It is absolutely necessary. It is the very nucleus of vital 
power. Vitality can only be produced by the digestion of 
food and this could not take place without the stimulation of 
Alimentiveness. It is true that we need the oxygen of the 
atmosphere but without food we cannot live and therefore 
food is morS primary in its necessity than oxygen because 
from oxygen we could not alone get that which would build 
the body. Hence, while we qannot live without lungs we must 
have a digestive system first to even build the embryo body 
and lungs. So the very beginning in a vital sense of vital 
power is in the faculty of Alimentiveness.

The next faculty of vital .power is Vitativeness. This is 
not quite so directly a vital faculty but in one sense is more 
immediate in giving what is called constitution than either 
Amativeness or Alimentiveness. The reason of this is be
cause of its distinct function. It is the only faculty that 
instinctively loves life. It originated the maxim that “ Self- 
Preservation is the first law of nature.” When it is large it 
gives a positive disposition to cling to life knd therefore re
sists disease and death. This stimulates .the entire vital 
system in another sense. It also stimulates motive system.
It gives what is called tenacity of life. Cert^n animals have 
this faculty very Htrong. 'ijhe cat is said toOiave nine lives. 
That means that it has this iaoulty strong. The turtle is 
very tenacious of life simply? fjom a large development of 
this faculty. The Indian is rfotdd for bis endurance and this, 
faculty is strongjy developed in bis brain. Certain anirbls 
are very poorly endowed with it. The rabbit, for iostahee, 
is endowed with only a limited degree. Hence jit is very 
easily killed. The catfish is endowed with a great degree of 
this faculty. In fact all broad-headed people and animals 
are endowed with strong faculties of VitativeOess. All 
narrow-headed animals and people, including birds and fish 
are poorly endowed with thig'and therefore are easily killed. 
Narrow-headed fish will die in a few minutes out of water 
while a catfish will live for hours and sometimes all day’ 
This faculty principally regulate thh heart. More than any 
other faculty it governs circulation. those who have it 1 
large can endure a long run*  Texas pony is positively 
endowed with it. Those Wtfdlluve the faculty weak when 
attacked with disease or woftidcd, die quickly. So long as

long will the vital machinery y 
» faculty having control over .

VITALITY. to anyone who will at any time bring to me a strong child, 
man or woman, with these faculties small, One Hundred 
Dollars. '

There are hundreds of different theories in regard to 
human vitality. All with this exception are simply theories. 
There is no need of speculation about it. Vitality cannot be 
secured to any. p^siti^ve’degree from any other source. Some 
thin¿c that-i they can obtain vitality from spiritual sources. 
Others hav^ metaphysical sources. All of these while in a 
sense somewhat true ar^ without a basis of truth. Por every 
mental action there must be a corresponding physiological or 
vital action. This vital action requires the use and destruc
tion of vital cells. These cannot be manufactured out of 
pure spirit. . They cannot be manufactured by the imagina
tion without food. The most harmonious man or woman in 
the world would starve to death without food. Some cry 
Harmony. Harmony is all very well when the stomach is 
strong. First vitality and then spirituality. First the soil 
and then tbif  tree. Trees do not grow in mid-air. Not any ,
more easily por successfully can a man or a woman live with
out a vital basis. It is high time that the world definitely 
knew the sources of human vitality. For want of this 
knowledge millions are unhealthy and unsuccessful *o-day. 
If all knew that these three faculties are the true sources 
of vitality without any question they would use them much 
more wisely and temperately. If they knew clearly that these 
three faculties are the absolute foundation of all their 
action they would not Sampson-like pull down their oron con
stitutions by sapping the very sources o f  their physical struc
tures. There are animals in the natural state in perfect con- * 
ditions of health. A tiger is not supposed to be very 
spiritual; yet there are in the jungles of Africa perfectly 
healthy tigers. It is therefore possible for one to have a 
great degree of vitality with but a limited degree or none of 
spirituality.- I make t^is more emphatic on account of the 
extreme psychical and spiritual philosophy of to-day. This 
is a natural world and one part in the true sense of the word 4 
is just as spiritual as another. The material is just as much 
a necessity and just as pure as the spiritual. There is noth
ing whatever impure .in the growth and development of an 
oak tree. Neither is there anything impure in the full, com
plete development of the human body. And when men and 
women try to teach us ttiat they should live this way or that 
way that is unnatural tbey are simply, positively violating 
nature’s own laiwe; in oilier words, they are positively criti
cising the a  Diverse. W e’ought to have just as much respect 
for the. least 6f feod’s latfs-ais the gfrtateet, .
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A H O R S E  W ITH OUT L^GS-

"uiurui icys. m ere are jo r ty - 
stand upon them substantially, fA n ly  i  j

woi
the heart continues to beatV! 
run to a certain extent. T
the heart principally, is aboil the last'  ̂faculty^o give up7  
death. H a child inherit^ large Am ativLes.f Alimen-
s o u r T  ^  Vl‘J‘l,vene*" #,«>U|4 commence with the mental
sources of a strong vital constitution. All life is life of
faculty. To increase our slock of vitalitv is to <tim.il
crease these three faculties. To have perfect vital
to have these three faculties in a stronp healii ^V.0.“ 18
•lust as certainly as either Ine « ¡ S L l d *1?
vital forces will be positively in^rT ered with, I will giJe

Psychology other than phrenological is in the same con
dition that a horse would be without legs--o/ very little 
practiced use. Again a horse ought to have natural leas 
I hrenological psychology has natural legs. There are to ■ ’
two o f  them. It can -*--■» ------J 1
*ynd permanently. ' „

^  \  —- . . .  fc _____

1 here is lots of room for good phrenologists.
Think oLa teacher trying to teach and train iitb o u t un-

Vn?le f<?CuUy of whioh a child >« composed ’ YVhat a "Wilful physiologist one would be who did not know 
ot the existence or function of a single organ o f  the bodv '

No one will have a persistent will without a strong deeree 
of the faculty of Firmness.

All of the dynamic forces of the human organism are i„ 
human faculty.

Better commence at the bottom and learn it all over if 
you do not yet know your own faculties.

i
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governed by “ circumstance».” They may fear late 
tan and divine, but they do not love truth, and while 
keep out of the penitentiary they are never trust-

Self-esteem gives one a high regard for independ- 
. boldness in doing and speaking. It does not pre- 
has no desire to please. It is inclined to call a 
ide. It does not cater to. It dislikes policy. It 

Approbativeness, which is the most untrustful 
he forty-two.
I Love helps to make parents honest and all who 
e more just and honest with children, 
ip has a similar influence as far as friends are 

It is hard for one with very large Parenial 
rndship to go back on his children or friends, 
nee reaches out still further and regards the race 
ood and is inclined, to trust all on humanitarian 
It helps to give general trustworthiness.

intellectually reliable one must have 
aleulation and Causality. These two 
matical cast of mind and especially try 
e in statement.
; seven faculties predominant may be 
or sincerity of purpose and almost
statement.

M MORTAL.
inmortal, so is Phrenology. It will 
lumau being lasts, on this world or 
is bound to be the life guide of all

universal as the human rave—yes 
phrenology is just as much a fact

of faculty—of fundamental fac- 
it ? What other system of psy-

in body—the forty two faculties.
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Advert is ing  H a tes  on Applica t ion .

A NATURAL SCALE.
The illustration on first page of this number of Human 

Faculty fairly illustrates the three principles of our datura! 
Seale of phrenological and physiognomical development. The 
measurement of individual brain organs is almost wholly a 
question of shape. The so-called fibrous measurement from 
the orifice of the ear or from the medulla oblongata is neither 
founded upon fact nor at. all reliable in application. We are 
fully aware of what we are saying. It is high time, for the 
sake of Phrenology, that this error was corrected.

In attempting to shield Phrenology from being called a 
science of “ bumps,” the originators of the fibrous system 
'•'•jumped out of the frying pan.into the fire.”

In the first place, there is no direct fibrous connection be
tween an organ and the capital of the spinal cord. The wish 
was father to the system in this instance. Alas ! This is the 
fate of all theories. We should follow the facts in the case 
regardless of all man-made systems.

In the second place, one may measure six or more inches 
from the orifice of the ear to the location* of the organs of 
Benevolence, Veneration and Firmness and not have on a 
scale of seven more than two degrees of either of these facul
ties, when he should have at least six degrees if the system 
were reliable. ‘

The all-important part of the brain is the grey matter. 
The thickness of the grey matter is only from 1-12 to 1-8 of 
an inch. Hence, the depth of a phrenologjual organ cannot 
beany more. We unhesitatingly affirm thw/there are men 
who measure six inches frfltp >he ear to where organs are 
located, and yet hardly a twice of an organ can be found 
there. It is strength of facujtyjthat determines the shape of 
an organ. A positive faculty will always build a convex' 
organ. A neutral faculty can only build a neutral organ, 
which is flat or plane in shape. A concave organ is never 
positive. To attempt to measure a concave orgfcn by dis 
tance or diameter displays a deplorable amouptjbf ignorance. 
Phrenology is great but it cannot stand everything,

It is neither a science of bumpB nor of distances and dia
meters. It is a science of faculties on the metaphysical side 
and a science of organs on thb physical. If a faculty is any
thing it is something in pa^icular and should be examined 
and measured individually. Wtjy do. we hold up Phrenology

as ai, system ^f psychology than 
Sound aud use some general 

.fit,of it ? If Phrenology is a 
and organs then we should in- 

ition of these organs and deal ■* 
pd individually as the physiol-  ̂
ith brain centers and bodily * 
al oqgattN. A phrenologist has 

a right to be just as minute, 'particular, local and accurate in 
the examination o f  the head fis a Gray or a Flint. In fact 
the principal reason why Phrenology has not advanced rapid
ly since the time of Comm is this: Its followers have not 
been careful, painstaking, local and scientific in their work. 
We should be proud of being local and exact, and not 
cowardly about it. We should examine organs with just as 
much care and minuteness as thcj\skilful anatomist does an

as so much more definite 
other systems and then tu 
system in the practice of tl 
science of individual facultie 
dividually study the local] 
with them just as carefillly 
ogist and anatomist deal 
nerves, bones, muscles and

eye or a bone. At the same time we should know the anat
omy of the brain and skull very minutely. In all normal 
cases we should be able to tell an individual organ from 
everything else. . We should distinguish each organ from a]l 
others in each subject examined.

It! is the individualjand relative strength of faculties that 
determine th® nfaketup) in all senses of the whole body of 

_every normal huinan being. Shape of head and body are de
termined by the, individual andlrelative strength of the forty- 
two faculties. All formative power is in faculty. Faculty 
determines temperament. Facility determines size of head. 
Faculty determines size of body. Faculty determines shape 
of body. Faculty determines organic quality.

As the faculties are inherited, so will, they give shape, 
size and quality to head and body. The cause of everything 
human is in faculty. ,

Heads and bodies do not sipiply happen to be formed as 
they are. They are the direct products of faculty. That 
faculty determines size of bead is a fact of the simplest kindT 
Brain organs do not grow any larger than the faculties that 
use them. A faculty only three degrees in strength will 
never build an organ six degrees in size. If one inherited 
only three degrees of the intellectual faculties, these would 
not build the frontal lobes of the brain six degrees in size. 
As are the faculties then, so will be the head in size.

By an intelligent use of these three principles one may 
completely and systematically get at shape, size, tempera
ment, quality, vitality, physiognomy, anatomy and all else of 
a physical kind.

In the next issue a very complete exposition of this sys- ’ 
temwill be given.

ABOUT QUALITY.
There are phreuologtsts who think that “ organic quality” 

is something in itself, that it comes in some way from nowhere 
in particular, aud is so obscure and intangible that it cannot 
be analyzed but must be seen to be realized and may be found 
lying around loose in “ any old temperament.”

We would like to give some one a reward of ten dollars 
to find a vital temperament with a dense body or a mental 
temperament with a highly vitalized condition of body. Will 
somebody please brings thorn in add get the reward.

nomical ana reformatory teachings o f those n(xt thus acquainted 
are so superficial, vague and unnatural as to be highly amus
ing if it were not for the vital nature of the questions con
sidered. They handle these questions very much as if the 
elemeuts of human nature were but fragments' o f  fancy. / 
They advocate this and that, absolutely regardless of thè Tact^ 
|,h|it, fundamentally, lnfmarf nature is just as reliable as 
chèmfstry or mathematics. Notwithstanding the very,ele
ments of human nature they permit themselves tò formulate 
and promulgate the most preposterous schemes Cpr the edu
cation, development and reformation of mankinm

The majority of such teachers do not know the exact 
nature o f^  single faculty of which they are composed. As 
well attempt to teach music without knowing a single note. 
Odc is just as absurd as the other. Such teachers have not 
yet learned the A, B, C’s of human nature.

Aud yet they are conceited enough to think they are 
great teachers of their fellow man. They may be great in 
some respects, but so far as accuracy aud reliability are con
cerned they are nbt any more so thau a child would be who 
attempted to teach mathematics.
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H U M A N  F A U C L T Y .

HOW TO D ET EC T  A FR IEN D LY  PERSON,
If Friendship is large the back-head will be prominent, as 

indicated in the above picture. The lips, if not diseased,will 
have distinct creases across them. They are likely to be full 
in size and curved instead of straight. Curved lines running 
around tshe corners of the mouth indicate positive friendship. 
In the handshake, friendship will manifest itself by grasping 
the hand warmly and shaking it heartily.

Men, womeq and children with this faculty strong will 
respond to friendly manifestations on the part of teacher, 
traveler, solicitor or salesman very quickly unless they have 
very strohg Acquisitiveness, Seoretiveness or Self-esteem. 
These faculties mike people suspicious and independent and 
therefoji inclined to be wary of the friendly approaches of 
strangers. ; But the manifestations of true friendliness will 
overconjie the rmfst obstinate pride arid the most Indian-like 
suspicioi^ir manifested naturally and continuously.

-- vw
N ER V O U S N E S S  AND ITS C U R E .

Reader, you can cure yourself il you are nervous, 
vousuess is funSamentally' a question of faculty. So

Ner
is its

cure.
The greatestjfdiscovely in human science is this: Fok

EVERY D E F E C T  i i l E  HUM AN MIND IS H E IR  T O - IT  UA8 A FAC

U L T Y  OR FA C U LT IES  TO CURE W IT H .
For instance, the central faculty of nervousness is Ap- 

probativeness. It is this faculty that gives one sensitiveness 
to criticism, ridicule and failure. It furnishes the chief part 
of bashfulness. It is the very opposite or antithesis of cool 
self-possession. The antidote of this faculty is ^elf-esteem. 
This kind of nervousuess can be wholly cured by building up 
the faculty of Se{f'-tsteem till it is stronger than Approba- 
tiveness. This can be done. Any faculty can be increased 
by special use. Special use will cause more blood than is 
ordinarily attracted to go to the brain organs of Self-es
teem- By means of this special action the brain will be de
veloped in this local part just as certainly as the special exer
cise of one arm will develop it more than the other.

Every one lias an absolute right to enough o f the faculty 
o f Self-esteem to completely antidote sensitive nervousness.' 
The large majority of the human race do not possess nearly

enough of this faculty. This is especially true of the Amer
ican people. Approbativeness when much stronger than 
Self-esteern gives the nervous strain that business, profes
sional, political and all ambitious people are afflicted with. 
This deficiency of Self esteem with over-large Approbative
ness produces a great deal of insomnia. I>rugs will do no 
good in suph cases. In fact, nothing but a positive develop
ment of Self-esteem will permanently cure.

If anyone has anything to do that is right,and legitimate 
be should do this without giving any heed whatever to what 
anyone may think or say. We all have a right Uy do our best. 
If we are prevented from doing our best because of a defic
iency of Self-esteem then it is our duly to cultivate it. Do 
what you have to do henceforth in the most independent, self- 
reliant, but not boastful way, for the latter way is the way of 
Approbativeness and ndt of Self-esteem. Demand respect 
f°r allHhat you do that is in accord with your highest con- 
sciousrttess of right. Demand it by your sincerity and self- 
respect. You should understand that no one is respected who 
makes any effort at display and for applause. None are re
spected for their beauty, position, wealth, etc. Genuine re
spect comes only from the monl and ethical faculties. All 
else is counterfeit. If you are doing anything wrong you 
ought to be nervous. If you are perfectly sincere then you 
ought to be as cool and self-possessed as a God.

There is another kind of nervousness that springs from 
a different faculty. This is the nervousness of fear. It is 
th$ pdpduct of Cautiousness. When relatively too large in 
one’s mental constitution it causes a great deal of untiecessary 
fearful nervousness. All should remember that this kind of 
fear all comes from a single faculty and a blind one at that. 
Anybody who would let one blind faculty make him con
stantly nervous after beiDg informed about it deserves little 
sympathy. For Cautiousness to be ôoss 'in the mental family 
and foi-^,it over the other forty-one is a case of the tail wag
ging t\efjdog.

The&natural antidote of Cautiousness is Combativeness. 
When tpis faculty is stronger than Cautiousness, one cannot 
suffer from nervous fear.

What nervous people need is a correct knowledge of 
theif own phrenology first and then the cultivation of the 
two antidotes of the greater part of nervousness—Self-es
teem and Combativeness. All can cultivate these two fac
ulties and should. There is no other way to cure these two 
kinds èf nérvousness, and therefore the sooner one does cul
tivate ¡the better. _______

Tolmaster one faculty as a student of human'nature is 
much more than tlje majority of phrenologists have accom
plished. We are dure that a course of thirty lectures could 
be delivered upoii Alimentiveness and its relations. We 
very[|nuoh doubt if the average phrenologist knows ten per 
centi qf the truth about the complete power, influence and
relation of this faculty.__________

TH E GOOD HUSBAND.
The faculties that make thé good husband are Conjugal

ity, Benevolence, Approbativeness, Friendship, Inhabitive- 
ness, Conscientiousness, Amativeness, Veneration, 
same faculties will make the good wife.

A BODY WITHOUT AN ORGAN.
What a magnificently useful body that would be.
A system of psychology without a faculty.
A Bystem of mental culture without a faculty.
A system of education without a faculty.
A system of physiology without an organ.
A system of human philosophy without a faculty, 

definite! How magnificently based.
A system of chemistry without a single element.

-chemist about the reliability of chemistry before a 
element was discovered.

The

How

Ask a 
single



HUM AN F A C U L T Y .

The foaj that envelopes the human race concerning itself 
is almost thick enough to cut. Nearly everyone seems to be 
,.roping All kinds of accidents .occur in consequence, h ear
ful clashes are incessantly taking place. Nothing is seen 

1 clearly. All of this is the Necessary and inevitable conse- 
t/uenee of unacquaintance MUtjVtbe fundamental elements o f  
ir/iich all human beings are composed. No one oan clearly 
understand human nature without first clearly understanding 
(he nature of each individual primary element; A thorough 
knowledge of these elements will drive away the densest fog 
and make the nature of all kinds of men, women and child
ren luminously clear. This knowledge is equal to a sudden 
sunburst through a rift in the dark clouds, to those who have 
lived and looked and hoped and groped their way through^ 
life.

Human nature is something that can be definitely analyzed. 
The elements of it may be clearly understood. To clearly 

\  understand the fundamental elements of which it is composed 
'  is to clarify one’s mental vision about niney-five per cent. 

There is no need of anyone remaining in darkness concerning 
self and the true nature of all other selves. Throw away 
your prejudice and get a knowledge of the fundamental ele
ments of which you and all others are composed and you will 
at least bave tbe fight foundation ta view all questions from. 
For want of this knowledge nearly all of human teaching, 
science and philosophy is yet purely experimental.

Does it not seem a little strange that one would have auy 
objection to thoroughly understanding the nature of his own 
faculties. Reader*, you should remember that these forty-two 
faculties are yours, if anybody should understand them you 
should. Your success, your health and your happiness de
pend upon the right use of them, and to use’them rightly is 
to thoroughly understand them, and the best proportion of 
them that is known.

FOG VERSUS CLARITY.

i r \

W HY TH E IRISH HAVE FAILED  T O .S E C U R E  
HOME R U LE.

A ll on Aooount of th o lr  N osa

Mr. Shandy’s great-grandfather, then tendering his hand 
and heart to the lady who afterwards consented to “ make 
him the happiest of men,” wa#ff6reed to capitulate to her 
terms, owing to the brevity of hiarnose.

“ I t  is most unconscionable, madam,”  said he “ that/ 
you, who have only two thousand pounds to your fortune, 
should demand of me an allowance of three hundred pounds 
a year.”

“ Because you have no nose, sir.”
“ Indeed madam, ’tis a very good nose.”
“ ’Tis for all the world like an ace of clubs.1' * >
The great-grandfather was silenced; and for many years 

after the Shandy family was burdened with the payment of 
this large annuity out of a small estate, because the great
grandfather had a snub nose. i .

Well might Mr. Shandy (tha father $f Tristram) say, 
"no .family, however high, couM Mand a succession of short 
noses." t

The above can very aptly btfapplied to the Irish as a peo
ple. Their typical form of nqrt is short and concave. Form 
signifies a great deal, particula^y When it becomes the rule. 
Everything that is positive is bttnvex in form. The Romans 
did not merely happen to havcithe Strong, convex shape of 
nose. It represented their predominant combative, warlike 
characteristics. They would n<Jt have had this form of nose 
had they had a predominance ;r. then menial constitutions of 
the poetic and artistic elements as did the Greeks. There
fore, a people with a concave, negative fojm of nose will 
almost surely fail to become a jfreeagd independent people if 
they have to contend for it against 'the thore forceful con

quering convex form. Think of Uncle Sam with a concave 
nose. It is very doubtful if we could have secured our inde
pendence from the mother country if our revolutionary fore
fathers had had as a class, short, snub noses. Every great 
general from Ca;sar down has had some form of Roman 
nose. ;If home rule is to be secured for Ireland it will have 
to be secured by auinion ©f men who have strong consciences 
and Rbman nosdB.* ‘ 0n po

fî.

./ÍT H E  INDIVIDUALITY OF A FACULTY.
A faculty must be clearly defined before its power can 

be clearly shown. Up to this time-faculties have been very 
loosely defined. That a faculty is something absolutely indi
vidual, specific, unchangeable, unmodifiable and indivisible 
in its nature seems to have wholly escaped the mental grasp 
of teacher, preacher, psychologist, philosopher and even 
phrenologist. . Little wonder that there has been so little re
liable work déne by phrenologists. Exact definition seems 
to be the last .thing to be considered by the average phreno
logist. As if one could delineate character correctly with 
only a hazy, mazy conception of the nature of faculty. For 
instance: the definition of Imitation given in the books and 
accepted by phrenologists. I

The truth is Imitation as a hlbulty has no power what
ever in itself to imitate. It is only a desire to imitate. Yet 
leading phrenologists still credit people with power to imi
tate who only have desire. Three hundred degrees of Imita
tion would not give one any power whatever to imitate'a 
tune without the faculty of Tune. That which one cannot 
do without the faculty of Imitation, be cannot do with it. In 
fact, one with equal practice can imitate just as well without 
the faculty of Imitation as with it. Imitation has no more 
power in it to imitate than Alimentiveness has to buy or rent 
land, plow, sow wheat, harvest and thresh it, take it to mill 
and back and make it intd biscuit and bake for breakfast.

It simply gives desire to imitate and desire only.
Think of the most specific and unchangeable thing that 

you can.
A is never Z, and under no circumstances can be used 

for Z.
The eye is a distinct bjpgan and cannot be substituted for 

the nose. As well try to^sábstitute one faculty for another.
A chemical element is supposed to be very distinct.

A h^art Will not make a good stomach. Neither will 
Destructiveness make a ¿bod facu 1tyto £ Causality.

There is mo^flifference bétwveen p^fAwUty and anotLir 
than there is between a rattlesnake abd ad elephant or a CTOr î 
and an alligator. In fjjct there is nothing ¡in cpxpmon betweoj^ 
any two ficuJtjieB. EabK is wholly distinfct to nature from all 
others. In nb degree whatever can one faculty perform the 
function of another. Each, then, is absolutely specific or 
individual in its nature.

A faculty is the same at birth that it is ever after. In 
fact, a faculty is a faculty only by virtue of it being some- 
tlyng sni generis. Otherwise it v^iüld not be ^ faculty. ’ * ‘

ONE H U N D R ED  AND TWO Y E A R S  BEHIND.

f  All who are unacquainted with the fundamental^faculties 
are 102 years behind. If anyone talks about being pro
gressive and sup to date about things 6f the mind and does 
not thorouglHy understand the forty-two elemental faculties 
of which he is composed, gently inform him he ig away 
behind—even antiquated.

It is not best to decrease a single faculty. It is better to 
, cultivate the weak ones until they properly balance the larger 
ones, for a faculty can only be relatively too large.

I
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T H E ELEM EN T S  OF HUMAN NATURE.
To clearly understand Human Nature we must understand 

lhe elements of which it is composed. In this way and in 
thisway only can we have a science of human nature. Science 
being classified knowledge, before classHfoation there must 
be elements to classify and forty-ttVo enwnents being posi
tively established and their functions being clearly defined 
gives us a basis to form a science of human nature frojn 
fundamental elements. Having found the fundamental ele
ment«, they are necessarily unchangefible and hence we have 
a permanent science of human nature. One can become, by 
means of a thorough acquaintance with these fundamental 
elements about as well acquainted with human nature in a 
definite scientific sense as he can become acquainted with 
anything.

The elements of human nature are very different in kind; 
in otbijv words, we b^ve.the most diverse elements. In fact 
humanjKtoture is many-sided. One can call it many-colored. 
It is m^y-hued. It is low and high. It is strong and weak». 
It is/ki^id and severe. It is cold and warm. It is cheerful 
andtj^espondent. It is courageous and cowardly. In fact 
opposite elements exist that constitute human nature. Human 
nature is more than a bundle of elements. While these funda
mental elements constitute human, nature they at the same 
time form a constitution and therefore human nature is con
stituted. This hbnstitution is some kind of a structure. We 
m af not know Jkactiy how the faculties constitute what is 
called tl»e mind or soul or spirit or being but that they do 
constitute the human toeing psychologically speaking there is 
no question.

The parts of the human body constitute the physical 
organism. The body is a variety in unity. The mind is a 
variety in unity. Human nature can be properly defined then 
as variety in unity. These elements are connected. They 
combine together in action. They form complex powers. 
All of tb4 general powers of the human being are made up 
of individual, primary elements. All of the great powers of 
human nature are therefore combinational, powers. The mind 
or human; being is a very complex organism. It therefore 
needs a complex organism to work through. This organism 
is the humtin body. Human nature being composed of pri
mary faculties the study of human nature to be at all scien
tific must proceed along the line of faculty. No one other
wise caa understand human nature definitely. The greatest 
t e a c h e r s - th e  human race have not clearly understood 
human nature. ’ We have had many great general students 
of human nature but until the Columbus of the mental world, 
Or. Francis- Joseph Gall came, the human race was without 
any definitd^tnowledge of human nature. It is true Shakes
peare knew a grept deal about human nhture. And thousands 
of others have observed human nature and indefinitely inter
preted it, but thfij; did not analyze human nature and there
fore could not understand it as the chemist understands the 
composition of a compound. We must either accept the fact 
that we are empiricists or else study the elements of human
nature. . t

The reason we know that we have found the elements 
is because they manifest themselves through singly centers of 
the brain. Only an ultimate fundamental element Vould need 
a single brain organ to work through. Hence, the very fact 
that faculties use distinct brain centers is positive proof that 
they are fundamental. The constitutent elements of human 
nature must be the basis of all definite effort that is made to 
teach, build up, cultivate, correct, refine, perfect, and reform 
human nature.

Psychology other than phrenological is psychology with
out a faculty. _________

A harp of forty-two strings—the Human Mind.

A DANGEROUS MAN.
'The above cut gives the head and formation of a danger

ous man. The reason why is this : He has very large Ama
tiveness and very small Conscientiousness, as may be seen in 
the, piofure and indicated locally by the two arrows.

’He Ss well put up to lead young girls astray and too fool 
older odes in marriage.

Bigamy is not the worst thing such a man will be guilty 
of. He has a kind of magnetic influence, too. Any man or 
woman with very strong Amativeness and deficient moral 
faculties is positively dangerous. If all were good character 
reader^ (-such men would not have a chance to flourish so 
well.

¡jfTHE CART B EFO R E  TH E HORSE.
Every system of human thought, education and philoso

phy needs reconstruction. Not being builded upon a true 
basiq, all are very imperfect and unreliable. If one’s basis 
is not true, his superstructure cannot be. Evolutionists have 
the oart before the horse. Instead of faculties being the pro- 
duct^of evolution, they are the causes, so far as the human 
familyiis concerned.

5 ------------------■ \ VIA FACULTY.
The way to heaven is via faculty. The way to hell is also 

via faculty. Just ¿et under the complete power of Amative
ness, pestructivenass, Cautiousness, Acquisitiveness, Appro- 
batitftness and Alfmentiveness, without Hope, Spirituality, 
Benevolence, Causality, Self-esteem, Ideality and Mirthful
ness hiid you will at least be on the border o f ---- If you
do not want to stay there, you can get out via the faculties 
of Benevolence, Human Nature, Spirituality, Causality, Self
esteem, Conscientiousness, Firmness and Hope.

C a n n o t  t e l l  a lie  w it h  t h e  head .—One can assume, 
simulate and pretend with the face but not with the head, 
unless he weare a wig or a heavy head of hair to purposely 
cover up some concave organs that would tell the truth if left 
uncovered. If you would be a reliable character reader, 
always go to head quarters.

The most definite guide in the world—phrenological psy
chology. __________

The way to cultivate a faculty is to specially use it.

Any faculty can be cultivated.
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A QUESTION OF FACULTY.
To one acquainted with the genetic faculties of the human 

race the theories and schemes’for»human education, reforma
tion and health are positively amusing in their haphazard
ness. To deal with human nature in any way without under
standing the elements of h,urâ n nature is so absurd as to he 
laughable. On the other hand, when one considers the 
futility and fatal consequence» of these empirical efforts he is 
overwhelmed with the seriou-ness of the matter.

It is obviously high time that something definite was 
done. All the schemes, plans and processes in vogue are 
utterly inadequate to save the race from crime, intemperance, 
vice and general disease. This is a self evident fact. 1 he 
reason why is because they are not in accord with human 
nature and therefore are positively indefinite to say the least. 
To deal definitely and certainly with human beings in educa
tion requires a thorough knowledge of the fundamental 
elements of human nature. The question of human educa
tion and reformation then is simply a question o f  faculty. It 
is a question of faculty because there is only one way to per
manently reform the human being and that is to build up 
those faculties that give him Self-control. These are certain 
faculties. iTnjess thejse faculties are developed until they 
are predominant in any mental constitution there is no cer
tainty of reformation- Heretofore everything has been 
indefinite and general. However good and earnest one may 
be in his efforts to cure the evils with which human nature is 
afflicted he must necessarily be empirical till he understands 
the fundamental elements of which human nature is com
posed. This is the condition of nearly all who write and 
labor for human betterment. Their efforts, therefore, are

almost wholly lost. The human mind Or soul has been as 
remarkably misunderstood as anything in existence, in fact, 
much more so. To-day, outside of the few who are thoro
ughly acquainted with the discoveries of Gall, Spurzheim, 
and C>»mbe, the human being is an enigma. The most pre
posterous and erntyieoijs »Views are held by the majority. 
While’we have many wofks upon psychology which should 
seemingly tea$h the constitution of the human being, yet all 
o f  these together dd Aot g ift one any definite knowledge o f the 
composition of the hu,man mind or soul. Hence, in education 
everything can be called at least theoretical. The elements 
and nature of Human W ill are noti uqderstood. The faculties 
and sources of Human Thought are iiot understood. The 
faculties of Vitality are not clearly understood. The facul
ties of Self-control are not clearly understood. In fact 
nearly all that is attempted of ¡every kind, so far as the 
happiness and, welfare of the hiimau race is concerned, is 
positively empirical. It is at most a guess. There is so much 
prejudice in humanity yet that many will not fairly investi
gate the discoveries of the great phrenologists. The greatest 
discoverer of the human race was Francis Joseph Gall. To 
certainly find and define a single human faculty  is a great 
achievement. To discover and define twenty-nine of these is 
the most remarkable achievement of man. That one man dur
ing one lifetime could find out more about the true nature of 
his fellow-man than all others together is the most remarkable 
fact in human history. This is what Francis Joseph Gall 
did. His co-laborer, Dr. Spurzheim, was second ouly to hjs 
teacher. And yet how little appreciated ! The time will 
come, however, when Gall will be regarded and recognized 
as the greatest discoverer o f his or any other aye.
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